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Abbstract—The m
main challengge of a wireleess sensor neetwork
(W
WSN) in disaster situations iis to discover efficient routiing, to
improve qualityy of service (QoS) and to reduce eenergy
con
nsumption. Loocation awaren
ness of nodes iss also useful or even
neccessary. With
hout knowing the position
n of sensor nodes,
colllected data is iinsignificant. Ant
A colony optiimization (ACO
O) is a
unique form of ooptimization m
method, which is
i highly suitab
ble for
adaaptive routingg and guaranteeed packet delivery. The prrimary
draawbacks of AC
CO are data fflooding, huge overhead of control
c
meessages and long convergence time. Th
hese drawback
ks are
oveercome by con
nsidering locattion informatiion of sensor nodes.
An
n event-based clustering localized energy efficient ant ccolony
opttimization (EB
BC_LEE-ACO)) algorithm is p
proposed to en
nhance
thee performancee of WSN. T
The main focu
us of the prooposed
alggorithm is to iimprove QoS aand minimize the network eenergy
con
nsumption by cluster formattion and selectiing the optimaal path
bassed on the b
biological insp
pired routing--ACO and loocation
infformation of noodes. In clusterring, data is agggregated and sent
s
to
thee sink (base staation) through
h cluster head (CH) which reeduces
oveerheads. EBC_LEE-ACO iss a scalable aand energy effficient
reaactive routing algorithm wh
hich improvess QoS, lifetim
me and
minimizes energyy consummation of WSN ass compared too other
uting algorithm
ms like AODV
V, ACO, ACO
O using RSSII. The
rou
prooposed algorithm reducces energy consumption
n by
app
proximately 7%, in addition
n to improvem
ment in throughput,
paccket delivery rratio and increease in packet drop
d
which haas been
obsserved in com
mparison with other algorith
hms, i.e. autonoomous
loccalization based eligible eenergetic Path
h_with_Ant Colony
C
opttimization (AL
LEEP with AC
CO) of the nettwork. Use of IEEE
8022.11 standard iin proposed woork increased p
packet drop.
Keywords-AC
CO; ALEEP; AODV;
A
CH; clu
ustering; EBC;; LEE;
QooS; RSSI; WSN
N

I.

INTRODUCTION
N

WSN consissts of a number of sensor nodes.
n
These nodes
aree small in size and have loow power cappacity. These multifunnctional nodes are deployeed in a particcular area forr data
gatthering purposses. The sensoor nodes (SN) pass the data to the
sinnk node usingg multiple hoops as shownn in Figure 11. The
reqquirement in disaster situaations is thatt the sensor nodes
shoould perform the communnication withoout failure forr long
durration. A tradditional routingg algorithm dooes not considder the
www.etasrr.com

locaation informattion and thus cannot be useed in disaster areas
wheere stable com
mmunication iss important. S
Selection of roouting
algoorithm is one of the major problems
p
of seensor network to be
solvved [1-3]. Thee main goals of WSN routiing are to impprove
QoS
S and networkk lifetime and tto reduce connnectivity failurre.

Fig. 1.

W
WSN architecture

Therefore, ann event baseed clustering localized ennergy
effiicient ant coloony optimizatiion (EBC_LEE-ACO) algorrithm
is pproposed. Thee main focus of the propossed algorithm is to
enhhance QoS, too minimize nnetwork energyy consumptioon by
clusster formationn and to selecct the optimal path based oon the
biollogical inspireed routing-AC
CO and locatiion informatioon of
noddes.
II.

RELLATED WORK

A. Classical Rouuting Protocolls
Classical rouuting protocols are proacttive, reactivee and
Routing protoocol has an impact on ennergy
hybbrid [4, 5]. R
connsumption behhavior of noddes in a netw
work. Since m
mobile
noddes in the WS
SN are supplieed with a limitted energy baattery,
eneergy efficiencyy is a major prroblem that inffluences the ovverall
netw
work perform
mance. Takinng energy innto consideraation,
reacctive protocols are more effficient as com
mpared to proaactive
protocols due too less control overheads. B
Both proactivee and
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reactive protocols are unaware of energy metrics and hence
cause lowering of the battery energy of the nodes over the most
heavily used routes in the network.
B. Localization Based Routing Protocols
Location information for sensor networks by most routing
protocols needs to calculate the distance between two particular
nodes so that energy consumption can be calculated. According
to the dependency of range measurements, the existing
localization schemes can be categorized into two major
categories: range-based approaches and range-free approaches.
Range-based and range-free schemes are again divided into
anchor based and anchor free schemes. The anchor-free
schemes do not assume that the node positions are known at
first. On the other hand, the anchor-based schemes need some
nodes that are aware of their positions (anchor nodes) to
provide geographic information to unidentified nodes to
localize [6].
C. Location Based Bio-Inspired Routing Algorithms
Various location-based routing algorithms have been
proposed, nevertheless, they have a relative shortcoming: either
not guaranteeing to find a way to the destination or locating a
path which is much longer than the shortest path. Position
based ant colony (POSANT) routing algorithm is a collection
of ant colony based routing algorithms that use the data about
the position of nodes to improve the efficiency of an ant
algorithm. Contrary to other position based algorithms, this
algorithm does not fail when the network contains nodes with
different transmission range. POSANT is a multipath routing
algorithm using GPS to find position information which adds to
cost of nodes and is not suited for indoor network [7]. Location
based ant colony optimization (LOBANT) algorithm uses
distance to consider routing metrics due to received signal
strength indicator (RSSI), but energy aware metrics are not
taken into account [8]. Autonomous localization based eligible
energetic Path_with_Ant colony optimization (ALEEP with
ACO) algorithm was developed in [9] by a combination of the
advantages of the best exiting protocols. Authors used the
location of the nodes, adaptive transmission power (ATP) and
energy aware metrics to increase the efficiency of routing.
After studying the related work, we came to conclusion and
proposed an event based clustering localized energy efficient
ant colony optimization (EBC_LEE-ACO) routing algorithm
by combining the advantages of ACO, RSSI and clustering.
III.

PROPOSED SCHEME

A. Problem Definition
The main challenge of WSN is to discover efficient routing,
as the sensor nodes are not static and change their position
randomly. Limited battery life is another issue. A disaster
situation is one more challenge for WSN by which the
communications in the network may fail and lead to excessive
packet drop and can hang the network. For solving these
problems, EBC_LEE-ACO algorithm is proposed, which is
ACO, based on geographical location with clustering approach.
B. Objectives
 To find and reconstruct the optimal path for routing in
disaster situations smoothly and quickly.
www.etasr.com
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 To reconstruct communication links in case of link failure.
 To reduce network energy consumption by selecting the
least distance from source to destination node with localized
and clustering approaches.
 To improve network QoS.
 To verify whether the proposed routing algorithm is more
efficient than other routing algorithms like AODV, ACO
and ACO using RSSI and present ALEEP with ACO
routing algorithm.
C. Methodology
To achieve the objectives we considered the following
implementation steps:
 Design EBC_LEE-ACO routing algorithm by combining
the advantages of ACO, RSSI and clustering.
 Simulate network considering variable number of nodes and
variable node mobility.
 This simulation will provide us data to perform network
analysis of performance parameters like throughput, packet
delivery ratio, packet drop and consumed energy.
 Compare above network parameters between the proposed
algorithm and AODV, ACO, ACO using RSSI algorithm
and present ALEEP with ACO algorithm.
 Network Simulator 2 (NS2) is used for simulation.
IV.

CURRENT METHODS

A. Ad-hoc on Demand Distance Vector (AODV) Protocol
As the name itself suggests, AODV protocol is an on
demand routing protocol, which means that it determines a
route to a destination only when a node wants to send a packet
to that destination [10]. Essential objectives of the algorithm
are:
 To broadcast discovery packets only when necessary using
RREQ message.
 To perform local connectivity management, neighborhood
identification and general topology maintenance using
HELLO messages.
 To spread data about changes in availability to neighboring
nodes which will probably require the information using
RERR message.
AODV operation is divided into two phases, route
discovery and route maintenance.
B. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) Algorithm
ACO is a bio-inspired meta-heuristic algorithm introduced
in [11, 12]. The main idea is to use ants as an inspirational
source because they follow self-organizing principles which
allow highly coordinated behavior. Ants have collective
learning intelligence. Each ant communicates, learns and
cooperates non-verbally with the others through pheromones.
Different kinds of ant’s algorithm can be inspired by different
ant behaviors, e.g. foraging, labor division, brood sorting, and
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cooperative transport [13, 14]. The basic rule of ACO is the
ability of ants to discover the shortest path between food
sources and the anthill. In the beginning, the route the ants find
may not be the shortest path, but with the passage of the time,
more and more ants move cooperatively and the trail of their
path becomes shorter and shorter until they get the shortest
path. There are three phases of the ant based algorithm namely
route discovery, route maintenance and route failure handling.
C. Ant Colony Optimization using Received Signal Strength
Indicator (ACO using RSS) Algorithm
Location aware ACO routing is a high performance routing
protocol for WSN design [15]. The main reason to seek
location awareness in ACO routing is the dynamic network
topology causing frequent link breakup that causes the source
node to spend most of its time in route setup and route
maintenance. In location awareness in ACO, each node will
have a general idea about the network topology and its
neighbors so that it can choose the nearest neighbor toward the
destination [15, 16]. This new routing algorithm is based on
ACO and uses location as a parameter to enhance its efficiency.
From the RSSI value every node can determine the distance
between nodes. In ACO using RSSI, the route is searched only
when there is a collection of information packets to be sent
from a source node (S), to a destination node (D), thus it is a
reactive routing algorithm. Sending the information packets
will begin after a route from the source to the destination node
is built up. Before that, only forward ants are being exchanged
with backward ants. To limit the time it needs to discover a
route while keeping the quantity of generated ants as small as it
could be expected under the circumstances, data about the
position of nodes is utilized as a heuristic value [7, 8]. When
there is a packet to be sent, the source starts a route discovery
phase. At first, a route request (RREQ) broadcasts to each one
of the nodes from S to D. When the D gets the first RREQ
message, its answer is a route reply message to S. On receiving
the RREP message, a node will extract RSSI value from it and
would calculate the location of the neighboring nodes and in
turn the location of the destination. The routing table is updated
with distance information between the nodes utilizing RSSI
value. Every sensor node in the WSN has a memory block in
which the leftover energy, the location data of the node, its
neighbors and the base station are stored. Route establishment
using distance is described in [8, 20].
V.

PROPOSED METHODS

A. EBC_LEE-ACO Algorithm
Previous algorithms have some limitations such as: For
proper monitoring, dense and large WSN will be used for
different types of applications. There is a high probability of
redundant data being recorded by neighboring nodes during an
event. As many nodes might sense the same event, they will
establish a route separately. Routing algorithms based on ant
colony are considered to have a high percentage in terms of
packet delivery, but the drawback is overhead of the control
messages required for discovering the route. Cluster-heads use
only forward route discovery control messages. Their limitation
is the dynamic topology of the network, which limits the
bandwidth availability and energy constraints. To overcome
www.etasr.com
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these problems, clustering technique is used, as the clustering
approach has an advantage of spatial reuse of resources to
increase system capacity, data aggregation, reduce energy
consumption etc. [17-19]. In the present research work an event
based clustering localized energy efficient ant colony
optimization (EBC_LEE-ACO) algorithm is proposed. The
main focus of the proposed EBC_LEE-ACO algorithm is to
minimize the energy consumption of the network by cluster
formation and to select the optimal path based on the biological
inspired routing ACO and location information of nodes.
B. Three Phases (Stapes) of Proposed Algorithm
1) Hop Tree Formation Phase
In WSN, data transmission takes place in multi-hop fashion
where each node forwards its data to a neighbor node nearer to
the sink. The node doesn’t have a full understanding of the
network, but has only knowledge of its neighboring nodes.
Each node only knows the hop level in which it is in a hop tree
[20]. In this phase, the distance metric used is the hop count
(i.e. the number of nodes from A to B). The distances between
the sink and different nodes are calculated. The algorithm is
initiated by the sink node broadcasting a hop configuration
message (HCM) to its neighboring nodes with a hop value.
This hop value gets incremented every time the message is
transmitted and is stored in their routing table. This process is
continued until all the nodes are configured with a hop value
within a tree.
The HCM has two parts ID and HopToTree (HTT). ID is
the node identifier whereas the HTT is the distance in hops. In
this approach the sink node broadcasts HCMs having values of
HTT as 1 and hop count 0. The receiving nodes forward
messages to their neighboring nodes. Initially all nodes set the
value of HTT as infinity. On receiving the HCM, each node
compares the value of HTT in the HCM with the value of HTT
that node already has in it. If the above conditions are met, then
the node updates its internal stored values by the value of the
field ID as well as the value of the HTT variable of the HCM.
The node broadcasts the HCM with the new values. If the
condition is not met which means that the node received the
HCM from a shorter distance then the node discards it. The
step described above occurs repeatedly until the whole network
is configured. Initially there is no recognized route and the
value of HTT variable has the smallest distance to the sink.
When the first event is triggered the variable still stores the
smallest distance, but a new route is established. After the
event, the variable stores the lower among the 2 values: the
distance to the sink or the distance to the closest already
recognized route. Hop tree formation phase is shown in Figure
2.
2) Cluster Formation and Cluster Head (CH) Selection Phase
When an event is detected by one or more nodes, the cluster
formation and the cluster head selection algorithm gets started.
A set of nodes that have detected an event forms a cluster.
Once clusters are formed, the next process is to select the
cluster head within each cluster. The main process for forming
the cluster is the selection of leader node which is called cluster
head (CH) by using the cluster configuration message (CCM).
CCM has four attributes (Type, ID, HTT, State), where ID is
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thee identifier of the node that started the CCM. HTT andd state
stoores state valuee of the node.

F
Fig. 3.

Figg. 2.
Floodingg of HCM messagge from the sinkk to the last nodee of the
netw
work where nodees are deployed raandomly

If this is thee first event, all
a sensing noddes are eligiblle and
thee cluster headd is the one w
which is closesst to either the sink
node or to the noode which is cclosest to an esstablished routte. CH
sellection is basedd on parameteers such as hopp count, energyy ratio
bettween the currrent energy vversus the initial energy annd the
couunt that the noode has been seelected as CH. In the case off a tie,
i.e., the one withh smaller ID w
wins over the oothers. Alternattively,
CH in the casse of a
one can use the energy level to select the C
tie. After the endd of the proceess, one of thee nodes in the group
H. The other nodes will bbe the
will be selectedd as the CH
p of the saame event. Thhe CH
meembers whichh also are a part
colllects all inforrmation gatheered by membber nodes and sends
theem to the sinkk. The main beenefit of this aalgorithm is thhat the
whhole set of infoormation gatheered by variouus nodes sensinng the
sam
me event is acccumulated orr aggregated at
a a single nodde, the
CH
H. In addition,, collected info
formation is hiighly correlateed and
theerefore large amount of reedundant dataa gets cleanedd, the
number of conntrol messagees for buildinng routing trree is
fficient
redduced, the nnumber of ooverlapping rroute for eff
agggregation andd reliable trannsmission of data is maxim
mized.
Cluuster formatioon and CH seelection phasee of the EBC__LEEAC
CO algorithm iis shown in Fiigure 3.
3) Route Discovvery and Selecction Phase
The final sttep involves tthe route estaablishment thhrough
rouute discovery and optimal ppath selectionn for S (in ouur case
cooordinator) to D (sink). Actuual sending annd receiving oof data
woould be done once the rouute is establishhed from souurce to
desstination. Befo
fore that, onlyy forward andd backward annts are
beiing exchangedd for the routte discovery pprocess. A rooute is
seaarched when tthe packets aree required to be
b sent from source
s
to a destination.. The main paarameter for thhis algorithm is the
loccation informaation of the noode which is uused to discovver the
rouute. When the source node w
wants to send ddata to a destinnation
node, the sourcee node initiatess a route discoovery process which
invvolves a broaddcast messagee to be sent froom source nodes to
theeir neighboringg nodes whichh are at 1 hopp distance. Witth that
meessage each noode checks whhether it contaains the entry ffor the
desstination nodee in its routinng table. If thhere is no entrry the
node initiates a RREQ
R
messagge to its neighhboring nodes which
RREQ
aree at 1 hop distaance. The proccess will contiinue until the R
meessage reachess destination noode D.
www.etasrr.com

Nodess detected the sam
me event form a clluster and select C
CH

If the entry of
o the D is foound in any oof the neighbboring
noddes a reply meessage (RREP)) is generated by D and is seent to
S by
b following back
b
the pathh that was folllowed to reacch D.
Rouute reply packket (RREP) coontains RSSI value. When each
nodde receives thhe RREP message, RSSII value woulld be
extrracted which will help in determining tthe location of
o the
nodde and the rouuting table willl be updated. For route seleection
thiss algorithm divvides ant agentts into two secctions: forwardd ants
(FA
ANTs) and baackward ants (BANTs). Thhe main reasoon to
diviide ant agentss in two sectiions is to takee the advantagge of
infoormation colllected by thhe other secction i.e. BA
ANTs
bennefiting from tthe informationn collected byy FANTs. Baseed on
thiss principle, F
FANTs do not create oor update roouting
infoormation, but oonly collect thhe informationn and route creeation
process is done by BANTs. The
T process sstarts with thee CH
broadcasting a FA
ANT agent towards the sinkk or base statiion to
m the route for the event disssemination. T
The S initiates route
form
estaablishment byy sending FAN
NTs to two possible paths from
the table whose first two neigghbor nodes arre closer to S. The
algoorithm focuses on keeping the number of generated annts as
low
w as possible aand the pherom
mone trail show
ws the edge weight
w
of tthe link betweeen the nodes. These agents aare communiccating
withh each other aas follows:
1. The S (cooordinator) initiates route establishmennt by
launching FA
ANTs to destinnation at regulaar time intervaals.
2. FANTs discoover the routee to D based on which noode is
nearer to S by analyzing thhe routing tabble. This proceess is
repeated untill an ant reachees D.
e
3. The FANT crreates a stack,, pushing in trrip times for every
node.
4. Upon receiving a FANT eeach of the nnodes comparees its
remaining eneergy with the tthreshold enerrgy.
ANT,
5. When the desstination node or sink receivves the first FA
it initiates a timer called F
FET (forwardd expiration timer).
During this ttime the D nnode accepts all FANTs. With
received FAN
NTs, D will ccalculate the ooptimal path uusing
transition rulee.
BANT
6. Once D is reaached, FANT is converted iinto BANT. B
takes the stackk and follows it.
7. The BANT foollows the staack entries andd traces the reverse
path from thee sink to the soource.
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8. Pheromone edge updates depend upon the residual energy
of the node and location.
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Packet Delivery Ratio

95

AODV
ACO
ACO RSSI
EBC LEE ACO

90

9. Once the optimal path is found, D backs up all possible
paths in case the path is failed.
VI.

85
80

PRACTICAL ANALYSIS

75

This section presents a practical analysis of network
performance metrics like throughput, packet delivery ratio,
packet drop, consumed energy and node mobility.

70
65
60

A. Network Scenarios and Simulation Parameters
Scenarios and simulation parameters are shown in Table I.

50
10

B. Results and Analysis
1) Results on Varying Number of Nodes
It is observed from Figures 4 to 7 that for increasing
number of nodes and constant mobility, throughput and packet
delivery ratio decrease and consumed energy and the number of
dropped packets increase because:

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Nodes

SCENARIOS AND SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Network Parameters
Values
Routing Protocol /
AODV, ACO, ACO using
Algorithm
RSSI, EBC_LEE-ACO
Traffic Patterns
CBR (Constant Bit Rate)
Network Size
1000 × 1000 (X x Y)
MAC Protocol
802.11
Initial Energy
200J (for each node)
Simulation Time
30s
Simulation Platform
NS-allinone-2.32
Node Variables
Number of Nodes
10/30/60/100
Node Speed
3m/s
Variable Mobility
Number of Nodes
50
Maximum Speed
1/2/3/4/5 m/s

20

Fig. 5.

PDR versus number of nodes

Packets Drop(No.)

TABLE I.

55

Fig. 6.

Packets drop versus number of nodes

 the probability of success in accessing the channel
decreases,
 as hop count increases, congestion and delay increases and
collision and transmission error increase.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 4.

www.etasr.com

Throughput versus number of nodes

Energy versus number of nodes

2) Results of Varying Node Mobility
Figures 8 to 11 show that for increasing mobility with
constant nodes, throughput, packet delivery ratio and consumed
energy decrease and packet drop increases because the
probability of path breakage increases and the construction of a
new path takes time. Results show that the performance
parameters of the network are improved by the use of the
proposed EBC_LEE-ACO algorithm in comparison with
AODV, ACO and ACO using RSSI algorithms due to the
following characteristics of the EBC_LEE-ACO algorithm:
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 No back propagation.
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AODV, as ACO allows rerouting to another link in the case of
existing link failure (no back propagation). ACO using RSSI
routing algorithm improves the routing by minimizing the
flooding of routing packets because, it has the location
information of nearby nodes.

 Multipath routing.
 No packet flooding.
 Shortest distance routing.
 Ideal nodes.
 Reduce overhead.
 Data aggregation.
 No redundant data transmission.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 8.

Throughput versus node mobility

Fig. 11.

Fig. 9.

PDR versus node mobility

Packet drop versus node mobility

Energy versus number of nodes

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the EBC_LEE-ACO routing algorithm is
implemented and the network performance, by varying number
of nodes and node mobility, is analyzed. This algorithm is
extensively compared to other algorithms like AODV, ACO
and ACO-RSSI by considering network metric parameters like
throughput, packet delivery ratio, packet drop and consumed
energy. Simulation results show that the EBC_LEE-ACO
algorithm outperformed the other algorithms in disaster
situations. ACO achieves better performance compared to

www.etasr.com

Fig. 12.

Energy versus node mobility

The EBC_LEE-ACO algorithm has achieved better
performance due to clustering technique and location
information of nodes. Clustering data is aggregated and sent to
the sink through CH which reduces overheads. Also, location
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information of nodes is useful to send data to shortest distance
node in less time. The proposed algorithm reduces energy
consumption by approximately 7%. An improvement in
throughput, packet delivery ratio and increase in packet drop
has been observed in comparison with present network routing
algorithms, i.e. autonomous localization based eligible
energetic Path_with_Ant colony optimization (ALEEP with
ACO) [9]. Use of IEEE 802.11 standard increased packet drop.
Hence, our EBC_LEE-ACO algorithm is useful for
improvement in QoS and reduction in energy consumption of
the WSN. It is most suitable for information monitoring in
disaster situations. The extension of the proposed algorithm
will be considered for varying network areas as well as
increasing number of nodes and mobility in future work.
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